Hairpin properties of single-stranded DNA containing a GC-rich triplet repeat: (CTG)$_{15}$
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ABSTRACT

Although triplet repeat DNA sequences are scattered throughout the human genome, their biological function remains obscure. To aid in correlating potential structures of these nucleic acids with their function, we propose their classification based on the presence or absence of a palindromic dinucleotide within the triplet, the G+C content, and the presence or absence of a homopolymer. Five classes of double-stranded (ds) triplet repeats are distinguished. Class I repeats, which are defined by the presence of a GC or CG palindrome, have the lowest base stacking energies, exhibit the lowest rates of slippage synthesis [Schlöterer and Tautz (1992) Nucleic Acids Res., 20, 211] and are uniquely associated with triplet repeat expansion diseases. The six single-stranded (ss) triplet repeats within Class I also have the potential to form hairpin structures, as determined by energy minimization. To explore the possibility of hairpin formation by ss Class I triplet repeats, studies were performed with a ss oligonucleotide containing 15 prototypic CTG repeats [ss (CTG)$_{15}$]. Electrophoretic, P1 nuclease and KMnO$_4$ oxidation data demonstrate that ss (CTG)$_{15}$ forms a hairpin containing base paired and/or stacked thymines in the stem. Potential functions of hairpins containing Class I triplet repeats are discussed with respect to protein translation and mRNA splicing. Further, potential roles of hairpin structures in triplet repeat expansion events are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The term ‘minisatellite’ DNA was coined by Jeffreys et al. in 1985 to describe the occurrence of polymorphic tandem repeats of DNA that were shorter than classic satellite DNA (1). ‘Microsatellite’ DNA soon referred to a subset of minisatellite DNA composed of repeating units of very short oligonucleotides (~1-5 bp). Mini- or microsatellites are thought to accumulate by DNA slippage and mispairing during replication (2-5) or by extension of single-strand ends (1,6). The frequency of events leading to repeat length alteration can be as high as $10^{-4}$-$10^{-2}$, values much higher than that of classical mutations (7). Due primarily to their location within or near genes, micro- or minisatellite DNAs were implicated in a range of functions, including gene regulation (8-10), gene recombination (11), signals for DNA binding proteins (12,13) and signals for gene conversion (1,14). However, since no clear function was ascribed to these regions of DNA, it was assumed by some that polymorphic simple sequence DNA merely reflected internal genomic mechanisms that had the tendency to dynamically produce and delete these sequences (15). Indeed, because microsatellite DNA was so polymorphic in length, its only apparent function was in DNA fingerprinting (16-18).

Recently, seven human genetic diseases [herein referred to as triplet repeat expansion diseases (TREDs)] associated with expansions of microsatellite triplet repeat sequences have been identified. TREDs are characterized by the coincidence of disease manifestation with expansion of a G+C-rich trinucleotide repeat contained within a specific gene. Continued expansion of the repeat is observed in offspring of affected individuals, resulting in increased severity of the disease and/or an earlier age of onset, phenomena clinically referred to as ‘anticipation’. Two fragile X syndromes (19,20), Kennedy’s disease (21,22), Huntington’s disease (23), myotonic dystrophy (24,25), spinocerebellar ataxia type I (26) and hereditary dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy (27) are members of this class of disease. Typically, an individual afflicted with a TRED contains greater than 50 trinucleotide repeats within a specific gene. Continued expansion of the repeat is observed in offspring of affected individuals, resulting in increased severity of the disease and/or an earlier age of onset, phenomena clinically referred to as ‘anticipation’. Two fragile X syndromes (19,20), Kennedy’s disease (21,22), Huntington’s disease (23), myotonic dystrophy (24,25), spinocerebellar ataxia type I (26) and hereditary dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy (27) are members of this class of disease. Typically, an individual afflicted with a TRED contains greater than 50 trinucleotide repeats within a specific gene, while unaffected individuals contain between five and 30 repeats. Expansions of CGG triplet repeats are also associated with hypermethylation of the two genes containing these expansions and fragility of the X chromosome at their loci (28-30). At least two of the expanded triplet repeats are within non-coding regions of their respective genes, suggesting that these sequences may serve some type of biological function. The function of trinucleotide repeats and mechanisms leading to their expansion are among the most
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perplexing topics in modern biology, as evidenced by the number of recent review articles and letters that address TREDs (31–40).

To aid in correlating potential structures of triplet repeat nucleic acids with their function, we first describe a sequence-based classification system for them. Class I repeats, which are defined by the presence of a GC or CG palindrome, have the lowest base stacking energies, exhibit the lowest rates of slippage synthesis (52) and are uniquely associated with TREDs. All six complementary single strands of Class I triplet repeats potentially form stable hairpin structures, as determined by energy minimization. The hairpin stability was greatest for (CTG)$_n$ and least for (CAG)$_n$. The experimental results presented below demonstrate that a ss oligonucleotide containing 15 prototypic CTG repeats exhibited rapid electrophoretic mobility. The middle of the triplet repeat region of ss (CTG)$_{15}$ was cleaved by KMnO$_4$/piperidine or P1 nuclease, suggesting that its rapid mobility was due to a hairpin structure.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Oligonucleotides**

All oligonucleotides were synthesized on an Applied Biosystems 381A oligonucleotide synthesizer (Foster City, CA) with the trityl group on and purified with oligonucleotide purification cartridges (Cruachem, Glasgow, UK). Sequences of oligonucleotides were:

- (AT)$_3$: GATCC(AT)$_3$TAGA;
- (GAT)$_3$: AGCTTCTAGATGATG;
- VR4, (upper strand): GATCCGGGCTGATCAACGCGTCTGCAGAGATCTCTCTAGA;
- VR4, (lower strand): AGCTTGGTACC(CAG)$_i$GATCC(ATC)$_u$G;
- linker, (upper strand): AGCTCCCGGGCCGCCGGCTTAACCCCTAGG;
- linker, (lower strand): AGCTGCGAGATCACCGCTGAGATCTTTTCTG;
- markers, CGATA(CTG)$_n$ACGTA, where $n = 1, 3, 5$ or $7$.

The sequence of VR4 was derived from the 5'-upstream region of the rat brain a$_1$ subunit Ca$^{2+}$ channel gene (41) and contains two direct repeats of near perfect 8 bp palindromic sequences separated by 31 G+C-rich nucleotides. There are 16 bp and 44 hydrogen bonds in each of the hairpin structures of VR4-U and VR4-L.

**Calculations of base stacking energies**

Base stacking energies of the various triplet repeat sequences were determined by summing the three individual dinucleotide base stacking energies, obtained from published data (42).

**Energy minimization calculations**

The starting structures for the hairpins were constructed using the QUANTA 3.2.3 package (Molecular Simulations, Burlington, MA). Molecules of the sequences 5'-CGATA(XYZ)$_b$ACGTA (where XYZ = CTG, CAG, CCC, CGG, GTC, GAC and $n = 5, 7$ or $15$) were manipulated to assume a hairpin structure. The duplex part of the hairpin had two Watson–Crick G-C base pairs and a single mismatched base pair for each pair of interacting repeats. In each of the matches the nucleotides were retained in an _anti_ conformation. The 5'- and 3'-ends of the sequence were maintained in a conformation lacking base pairs. The central trinucleotide of each sequence formed a three-membered loop. Several conformations for this loop were constructed and each subjected to 2000 cycles of minimization, with the remainder of the structure kept rigid. The lowest energy loop conformation was used in a subsequent 4000 step minimization of the whole structure. All the molecular mechanics calculations were performed on a Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation using the AMBER 4.0 force field (43–46). Standard all-atom force field parameters and STO-3G m.e.p.-derived charges were assigned to the DNA. In each of these minimizations, a distance-dependent dielectric of the form $e = 4r_i$ was used to reproduce the effect of solvent on electrostatic interactions and a 12 Å residue-based cut-off was applied to the non-bonded interactions. To provide a comparison with the hairpin energies, structures of the same sequences (initially in the conformation of a duplex single strand) lacking base pairs were minimized for 4000 steps in a similar fashion.

**Plasmid DNA preparation**

Five micrograms of each synthetic oligonucleotide was phosphorylated with ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase (Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) in buffer containing 1 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.6), 10 mM MgCl$_2$, 0.1 mM spermidine, 0.1 mM EDTA and 20 U T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA) in a final volume of 100 μl. Complementary pairs were combined, heated to 100°C and allowed to cool to room temperature over a period of at least 4 h. Annealed oligonucleotide pairs were extracted with one volume of 25:24:1 phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (PCI), ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 40 μl H$_2$O. Fifteen micrograms of pBLCAT2 vector (47) was digested to completion with BamHI and HindIII and treated with calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP) (Boehringer Mannheim). Reaction mixtures were extracted with PCI, ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 200 μl H$_2$O. Ligation reactions were performed in a 10 μl volume for at least 4 h at room temperature and contained 1 U T4 ligase (Boehringer Mannheim), 1 μl CIP-treated pBLCAT2 and 1 μl of either a 1:1, 1:10, 1:100, 1:1000 or 1:10 000 dilution of annealed oligonucleotides. Ligation reactions were transformed into XL1-Blue competent cells (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and plated onto agar containing 50 μg/ml ampicillin. Plasmid DNAs containing the desired inserts were purified through CsCl gradient centrifugation for sequence analysis and probe purification. Plasmid DNAs were named according to the sequence of the cloned pyrimidine-rich strand. For example, the plasmid containing 15 CTG repeats was named pCTG15.

**Probe preparation**

*Labeling of ss fragments for electrophoretic mobility analysis.*

For labeling of an oligonucleotide strand containing a pyrimidine-rich triplet repeat, 15 μg pCTG15, pATC15, plinker or pVR4 plasmid DNAs were digested with 50 U HindIII (Boehringer Mannheim) for 1 h at 37°C in a volume of 70 μl. Recessed ends were labeled on the 3'-terminus by adding 5 μl [α-$^32$P]dCTP, 5 μl [α-$^32$P]dATP (each 3000 Ci/mmol; ICN, Irvine, CA), 2.5 μl 5 mM dGTP and dGTP and 25 U Klenow enzyme (New England Biolabs). Reactions were incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Plasmid DNAs were extracted with PCI and precipitated with...
ethanol. Resuspended DNAs were digested with 50 U BamHI in a volume of 70 µl and applied directly to a Nuctrap column (Stratagene) for further removal of unincorporated [32P]dNTPs. Labeling of oligonucleotides containing purine-rich (or VR4-L and linker-L) triplet strands was performed in an identical manner except that the order of restriction enzymes was reversed. Probes were diluted to 2 x 10^4 d.p.m./µl with H2O. For electrophoretic analysis, DNAs (4 x 10^4 d.p.m., -1 fmol) were diluted to 10 µl in buffer containing 8% glycerol, 10 mM HEPES, pH 8.5, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA. One microliter of loading dye (50% glycerol, 0.4% bromophenol blue) was added to the DNA samples prior to gel electrophoresis. During electrophoresis, 15°C tap water was circulated through a Hoeffer SE 600 series unit (San Francisco, CA).

5' End-labeling for PI nuclease digestion, KMnO4 oxidation and dimethyl sulfate studies. For labeling of an oligonucleotide strand containing a pyrimidine-rich triplet repeat, 15 µg of pCTG15 or pATC15 plasmid DNAs were digested with BamHI and repaired with calf intestinal phosphatase. DNAs were 5' end-labeled with [32P]ATP by incubation in buffer containing 1 mM DTT, 1 µl 7000 Ci/mmol [γ-32P]ATP (ICN, Irvine, CA), 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.6), 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM spermidine, 0.1 mM EDTA and 20 U T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs). The labeled pyrimidine-rich strand (annealed to its unlabeled purine-rich complement) was liberated from the plasmid by digestion with HindIII. Unincorporated DNA was removed by size exclusion chromatography (Nuctrap column, Stratagene). Labeled DNAs were subjected to electrophoresis in a 2% agarose gel. Oligonucleotides containing triplet repeats were excised from gels and purified from vector DNA with glass beads (Mermaid Kit, Bio101, La Jolla, CA).

Labeling of synthetic oligonucleotides used for markers of nucleotide length. Five micrograms of column-purified synthetic oligonucleotide containing the sequence CGATA(CTG)n ACGTA was 5' end-labeled with [γ-32P]ATP by incubation in buffer containing 1 mM DTT, 1 µl 7000 Ci/mmol [γ-32P]ATP (ICN), 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.6), 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM spermidine, 0.1 mM EDTA and 20 U T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs). Unincorporated [γ-32P]ATP was removed by size exclusion chromatography (Nuctrap column, Stratagene).

KMnO4 oxidation

Unlabeled synthetic oligonucleotide (1.4 pmol) of the same sequence as the labeled strand was added to 4 x 10^3 d.p.m. (0.7 fmol) of 5' end-labeled DNA, placed in a boiling water bath for 5 min and then cooled at room temperature for 5 min. KMnO4 oxidation was performed essentially according to the method of McCarthy and Rich (48). Briefly, DNAs were incubated at room temperature in 50 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 7.0, 2 mM EDTA and various concentrations of KMnO4 for 4 min. Final volume of the reaction was 50 µl. Reactions were stopped by addition of 150 µl ice-cold solution containing 98% v/v ethanol, 1% v/v β-mercaptoethanol and 0.02 µg/µl tRNA. DNA was precipitated at -70°C for 1 h after addition of 5 µl 3 M sodium acetate. Pelleted DNA was washed with 750 µl 70% ethanol and dried. DNA was resuspended in 40 µl 1 M piperidine, heated at 92°C for 30 min and dried (×3). Dried samples were dissolved in 10 µl H2O and 17 µl formamide loading buffer (80% formamide, 10 mM NaOH, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% xylene cyanol and 0.1% bromphenol blue) and was added. Samples were placed in a boiling water bath for 5 min, chilled on ice for 5 min and loaded onto a 12% polyacrylamide gel containing 8 M urea. During electrophoresis, 55°C tap water was circulated through a Hoeffer SE 600 series unit. Electrophoresis was performed at 25 mA/gel in 45 mM Tris–borate, 1 mM EDTA. Gel plates were 14 cm (length) x 16 cm (width) x 1.5 mm (thickness). Electrophoresis was stopped when the bromphenol blue marker migrated 10 cm. Dried gels were placed between two intensifying screens (Dupont) and exposed to Fuji RX film for 3 h—overnight at -80°C.

PI nuclease digestion

Unlabeled synthetic oligonucleotide (1.4 pmol) of the same sequence as the labeled strand was added to 4 x 10^3 d.p.m. (0.7 fmol) of 5' end-labeled DNA, placed in a boiling water bath for 5 min and then cooled at room temperature for 5 min. PI nuclease digestions were performed essentially according to the method of Wohlrab (49). Briefly, DNA was incubated for 3 min at 37°C in 10 µl buffer containing 0.2 M NaCl, 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 7.4), 1 mM ZnSO4, 5% glycerol and various amounts of PI nuclease (Sigma, St Louis, MO). Reactions were stopped by the addition of 1 µl 0.5 M EDTA. Seventeen microliters of formamide loading buffer were added. DNAs were purified and subjected to polyacylamide gel electrophoresis as described in the KMnO4 oxidation studies.

Dimethyl sulfate reaction

The CTC-containing strand was liberated from pCTG15 and labeled as described above for KMnO4 oxidation studies. Reactions were performed with 21 mM DMS essentially according to the method of Maxam and Gilbert (50).

RESULTS

A classification of triplet repeats

To aid in correlating potential structures of triplet repeat nucleic acids with their function, we first describe a sequence-based classification system for ds triplet repeats (Table 1). Class V triplet repeats [(AAA/TTT)n, (CCC/GGG)n] contain the homopolymeric repeats. Classes I–IV contain non-homopolymeric repeats. Class I triplets [(CTG/CAG)n, (CCG/CGG)n, (GTC/GAQ)n] do not contain a GC or CG palindromic dinucleotide and are A+T-rich. Class II triplets [(CAC/GTG)n, (CTC/GAG)n] contain a GC or CG palindromic dinucleotide and are G+C-rich. Class II triplets [(CAC/GTG)n, (CTC/GAG)n] contain an AT or TA palindromic dinucleotide and are A+T-rich. Class IV triplets [(AGA/TCT)n, (ACA/TGT)n] do not contain a palindromic dinucleotide and are A+T-rich.

Table 1 lists features of ds triplet repeat sequences: base pairing and base stacking energies, slippage synthesis (51) rates (measured by Schlötterer and Tautz; 52), estimated frequency in the Entrez database and the number of associated TREDs. Slippage synthesis of repetitive DNA sequences is a measure of the ability of DNA polymerase to synthesize ds fragments that are longer than template DNA. Class I triplet repeats have the lowest base stacking energies and the lowest slippage synthesis rates, indicating that this class of triplet repeats has unique properties. TAT triplet repeats exhibited the highest rate of slippage synthesis (3.6 bp/min), while CGG triplet repeats exhibited the lowest (no detectable rate).
The 12 double-stranded triplet repeat DNA sequences were classified according to presence of absence of homopolymeric sequences, presence of absence of a palindromic dinucleotide and G+C content. Five classes of triplet repeats are distinguished. Various properties of the double-stranded triplet repeats are listed. Base-stacking energies were obtained by adding the three individual base-stacking components (42) of a triplet repeat sequence. Slippage synthesis rates were determined by Schlotterer and Tautz (52). Database frequency was estimated by searching the Entrez database (National Center for Biotechnology Information, National Library of Medicine, NIH, release 10.0) for the number of perfect matches to eight reiterations of the triplet repeat sequences listed. Searches were performed using the MacVector program on a Macintosh Ilsi computer. Excluded from the search were bacterial and synthetic sequences, obvious multiple entries of the same gene, sequences identified by the use of probes containing triplet repeats and matches to (AAA)s (due to polyadenylation of mRNA).

Table 2. Computed stabilization (ΔE) of hairpin over sequence lacking base pairs was determined before a hairpin structure is formed. Hairpins might also form with Class III repeats, since they contain a palindromic TA or AT dinucleotide. However, T-A base pairs are not as stable as G-C base pairs (−7.00 versus −16.79 kcal) and relatively more AT-containing triplet repeats should be required before a hairpin structure is formed.

To provide some indication of the potential stability of hairpin structures formed from Class I triplet repeats, we performed energy minimizations of hairpin conformations of a series of 5'-CGATA(XYZ)n,AGCTA oligonucleotides (where XYZ is a given triplet). These calculations were performed for all six ss and ds Class I repeats. An approximate measure of the stability of the hairpin over the same sequence lacking base pairs was determined from the energies of the minimized structures and is given in Table 2. Further analysis of the energetics of these structures allowed us to further probe the behavior of the different sequences. These data are given in Table 3.

Table 2. Computed stabilization (ΔE) of hairpin over sequence lacking base pairs of 5'-CGATA(XYZ)n,AGCTA oligonucleotides and increased stability/trinucleotide repeat (ΔE7rpt) on going from an n = 5 to n = 7 hairpin and an n = 7 to n = 15 hairpin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence (XYZ)n</th>
<th>ΔE (n = 5)</th>
<th>ΔE (n = 7)</th>
<th>ΔE (n = 15)</th>
<th>E7rpt (5→7)</th>
<th>E7rpt (7→15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTG</td>
<td>−38.3</td>
<td>−64.7</td>
<td>−174.7</td>
<td>−13.2</td>
<td>−13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>−35.2</td>
<td>−60.6</td>
<td>−157.1</td>
<td>−12.7</td>
<td>−12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTC</td>
<td>−33.9</td>
<td>−58.9</td>
<td>−150.6</td>
<td>−12.5</td>
<td>−11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGG</td>
<td>−27.3</td>
<td>−50.4</td>
<td>−130.7</td>
<td>−11.6</td>
<td>−10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAC</td>
<td>−29.5</td>
<td>−52.0</td>
<td>−131.2</td>
<td>−11.2</td>
<td>−9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>−28.8</td>
<td>−49.8</td>
<td>−127.6</td>
<td>−10.5</td>
<td>−9.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hairpins might also form with Class III repeats, since they contain a palindromic TA or AT dinucleotide. However, T-A base pairs are not as stable as G-C base pairs (−7.00 versus −16.79 kcal) and relatively more AT-containing triplet repeats should be required before a hairpin structure is formed.

To provide some indication of the potential stability of hairpin structures formed from Class I triplet repeats, we performed energy minimizations of hairpin conformations of a series of 5'-CGATA(XYZ)n,AGCTA oligonucleotides (where XYZ is a given triplet). These calculations were performed for all six ss and ds Class I repeats. An approximate measure of the stability of the hairpin over the same sequence lacking base pairs was determined from the energies of the minimized structures and is given in Table 2. Further analysis of the energetics of these structures allowed us to further probe the behavior of the different sequences. These data are given in Table 3.
components of the stabilization energy of hairpin over sequence lacking internal base pairs of 5'-CGATA(XYZ)_15ACGTA oligonucleotides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence (XYZ)_15</th>
<th>E_{int}b [tri-tri]</th>
<th>\Delta E_{int}c [tri-tri(+1)]</th>
<th>E_{int}d [tri-tri(-1c)]</th>
<th>E_{int}e [tri-tri(-1c)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTG</td>
<td>-208.4</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>-197.9</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGG</td>
<td>-195.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>-184.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAC</td>
<td>-165.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTC</td>
<td>-157.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-25.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A trinucleotide repeat is defined as a 5'-pXpYpZ.
- Sum of the interactions between trinucleotides 2 and 15, 3 and 14, 4 and 13, 5 and 11, 6 and 10, 7 and 9.
- Difference in energy of the interactions between trinucleotide repeats 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4,..., 14 and 15 in the hairpin and in the sequence lacking base pairs.
- Sum of the interactions between trinucleotides 1 and 15, 2 and 14, 3 and 13, 4 and 12, 5 and 11, 6 and 10, 7 and 9.
- Sum of the interactions between trinucleotides 2 and 3, 3 and 4,..., 14 and 15 in the hairpin and in the sequence lacking base pairs.

Of the pyrimidine-rich Class I sequences, hairpin structures formed from CTG repeats were the most stable, whilst hairpins formed from GTC repeats were the least stable. Of the purine-rich Class I sequences, hairpin structures formed from CGG repeats were the most stable, while hairpin structures formed from CAG repeats were predicted to be the least stable. As few as five repeats of each Class I triplet were predicted to be capable of forming a hairpin structure.

Examination of the structural and energetic basis for the above provided a number of interesting insights. We were particularly concerned with understanding the difference between the CTG and GTC sequences which have identical base content. In Table 3 several components of the hairpin energies are given for each of the six Class I repeats 5'-CGATA(XYZ)_15ACGTA. This analysis suggests the main differences between different sequences lie in the respective stacking energies. The E_{int}[tri-tri] term gives the total interaction between 'directly base paired' trinucleotides (for example, triplet 1 with triplet 15, 2 with 14, etc.) in the hairpin structure. These are direct stabilization energies, since they obviously do not occur in the sequences lacking base pairs. This term strongly favors the (CTG)_15 hairpin over the (GTC)_15 hairpin. Upon breaking this down further (data not shown), we found that the total energies of the Watson–Crick base pairing and the T-T mismatches was similar in the two sequences. The large difference between (CTG)_15 and (GTC)_15 arises from stacking, particularly between bases on 'opposite' strands of the hairpin.

Further differences in the energetics of the different sequences which arise from stacking effects are shown by computing the interactions between 'non-directly base paired trinucleotides' (Table 3). \Delta E_{int}[tri-tri(+1)] (an energy difference, since this term is not zero in the sequence lacking base pairs) describes the total stabilization energy upon hairpin formation due to interactions between successive trinucleotide repeats (i.e. between 1 and 2, 2 and 3, etc., excluding the loop). This term favors hairpin formation in (CTG)_15 and in (CGG)_15, but opposes it in the other sequences. The E_{int}[tri-tri(+1)] term gives the interaction between a given trinucleotide and the complementary trinucleotide of the +1 repeat (for example, 1 with 14, 2 with 13, etc., and favors hairpin formation in all six sequences. The E_{int}[tri-tri(-1c)] term similarly gives the interaction between a given trinucleotide and the complementary trinucleotide of the -1 repeat (for example, 2 with 15, 3 with 14, etc.). This term is dramatically different in the GXC repeat sequences compared with the CGX sequences, strongly favoring hairpin formation in the former, but opposing hairpin formation in the latter.

The electrophoretic mobility of an oligonucleotide containing ss (CTG)_15 is concentration-independent

To analyze DNA containing a Class I triplet repeat, a ds oligonucleotide containing 15 prototypic CTG triplet repeats was cloned into a plasmid as described in Materials and Methods. Strands end-labeled with polynucleotide kinase were (A) ss (CTG)_15 and (B) ss (CAG)_15. Prior to gel electrophoresis, unlabeled synthetic oligonucleotide containing (CTG)_15 at the indicated concentration was added to the indicated labeled strand, placed in a boiling water bath for 10 min and then cooled at room temperature for 15 min. DNA samples were applied to a native 6% polyacrylamide gel.

The sequence of the labeled ss oligonucleotide containing ss (CTG)_15 was G1-A2-T3-C4-C5-(CTG)_15-G51-G52-T53-A54-C55-C56-A57-A58-G59-C60-T61. The nucleotides within the presumed loop region were C27-T28-G29. The predicted hairpin structure of ss (CTG)_15 contained 47 hydrogen bonds. To determine whether ss (CTG)_15 exhibited properties of an intramolecular hairpin or some type of intermolecular structure, various studies were performed. First, the molecular
composition of the structure(s) formed with ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} was investigated by performing electrophoretic studies with labeled ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} mixed with various amounts of unlabeled ss synthetic oligonucleotide containing ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} (Fig. 2A). If ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} formed a stable intramolecular hairpin structure, increasing the concentration of unlabeled synthetic ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} should have no effect on the amount of hairpin formed.

In the absence of added unlabeled ss synthetic oligonucleotide, a predominant species of DNA with a relatively fast electrophoretic mobility was observed, corresponding to ss DNA (Fig. 2A). Addition of a 10\textsuperscript{5}-fold molar excess (final DNA concentration 7 \textmu M) of unlabeled ss synthetic oligonucleotide of the same sequence as ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} did not result in formation of slow migrating complexes (as anticipated), indicating that ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} formed a stable unimolecular structure.

A minor, slower migrating species of DNA (barely detectable in the autoradiograph) was also detected (Fig. 2A). Addition of a 10\textsuperscript{5}-fold molar excess of complementary unlabeled ss synthetic oligonucleotide resulted in complete conversion of the fast migrating species to the slow migrating species (data not shown), indicating that the slow migrating species was the ds form of (CTG)\textsubscript{15}.

To demonstrate that the unlabeled ss synthetic oligonucleotide containing (CTG)\textsubscript{15} was not degraded and contained CTG repetitive sequences, a control experiment was performed with labeled ss (CAG)\textsubscript{15} (Fig. 2B). Addition of increasing amounts of unlabeled ss synthetic oligonucleotide containing (CTG)\textsubscript{15} to the labeled ss (CAG)\textsubscript{15} probe resulted in complete conversion of the fast migrating ss form to the slow migrating ds form.

**Single-stranded oligonucleotides that lack predicted hairpins migrate slower than their ds forms**

The results described above suggested that the ss form of (CTG)\textsubscript{15} migrated faster than its ds form. With respect to ds (CTG)\textsubscript{15}, the relatively rapid mobility of ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} may have been due to reduced mass or increased charge density. Alternatively, the relatively rapid mobility could have been due to secondary structure. To provide electrophoretic evidence for the latter possibility, it was necessary to demonstrate that: (i) under native conditions, a ss DNA containing a hairpin also migrated faster than its ds form; (ii) under native conditions, a ss DNA containing no predicted hairpin did not migrate faster than its ds form; (iii) under partial denaturing conditions, the electrophoretic mobility of ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} was reduced relative to ds (CTG)\textsubscript{15}.

To test these hypotheses, the electrophoretic mobilities of various DNA sequences were analyzed and compared to (CTG)\textsubscript{15} and (CAG)\textsubscript{15}. The test DNAs included two complementary sequences (referred to as VR4-U and VR4-L) that formed a hairpin with equivalent numbers of nucleotides (n = 66) and equivalent numbers of hydrogen bonds (n = 44), two complementary sequences with equivalent numbers of nucleotides (n = 64) that contained no predicted hairpin (referred to as linker-U and linker-L) and two oligonucleotides that contained 15 Class III triplet repeats [ss (ATC)\textsubscript{15} or ss (GAT)\textsubscript{15}]. Single-stranded (ATC)\textsubscript{15} and ss (GAT)\textsubscript{15} contain AT dinucleotides that might form base pairs in a hairpin. Since the stacking energy in the d(AT/AT) dinucleotide duplex is 1.7 times greater than the stacking energy in the d(TA/TA) dinucleotide duplex (42), oligonucleotides containing ATC or GAT repeats are probably more likely to form hairpin structures compared with oligonucleotides containing TAC or GTA repeats.

The relative electrophoretic mobilities of the DNAs are shown in Figure 3. Under native conditions (Fig. 3A), the electrophoretic mobilities of ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15}, ss (CAG)\textsubscript{15}, ss VR4-U and VR4-L were greater than their ds forms. In contrast, the electrophoretic mobilities of ss linker-U, ss linker-L, ss (ATC)\textsubscript{15} and ss (GAT)\textsubscript{15} were less than their ds forms. These results indicate that ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15}, ss (CAG)\textsubscript{15}, ss VR4-U and VR4-L form secondary structures that are more compact compared with those of ss linker-U, ss linker-L, ss (ATC)\textsubscript{15} and ss (GAT)\textsubscript{15}.  

**Figure 3.** Electrophoretic analyses of various DNAs. Oligonucleotides containing (CTG)\textsubscript{15}, VR4, (ATC)\textsubscript{15} and linker were prepared from pCTG15, pVR4, pATC15 and linker respectively, as described in Materials and Methods. Double-stranded oligonucleotides were labeled on one strand only. The sequence of the labeled strand is indicated in the figure. Where indicated, the DNA samples were boiled for 10 min and cooled at room temperature for 10 min prior to gel loading. Labeled vector DNA, which remained at or near the well origin, is not shown. Electrophoresis was performed at 15°C. (A) Eight per cent polyacrylamide gel, pH 8.5. (B) Eight per cent polyacrylamide gel containing 8 M urea, pH 8.5. Synthetic unlabeled ss DNAs containing ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} or VR4-U were added (2 x 10\textsuperscript{5}-fold molar excess, final DNA concentration = 140 nM) to reactions containing ss (CTG)\textsubscript{15} or VR4-U respectively, to prevent renaturation of complementary strands.

**Figure 4.** KMnO\textsubscript{4} uniformly oxidizes all thymines of ss (ATC)\textsubscript{15}. A ss oligonucleotide containing (ATC)\textsubscript{15} was prepared as described in Materials and Methods and labeled at the 5' end with polynucleotide kinase. Oxidation reactions were performed at room temperature as described in Materials and Methods at the above indicated concentration of KMnO\textsubscript{4}. Reactions were performed with and without piperidine as indicated. The marker lane contained synthetic 5' end-labeled ss oligonucleotides with the sequence 5'-CGATA(CTG)\textsubscript{15}ACGTA-3', where n = 1, 3, 5 or 7, corresponding to lengths of 13, 19, 25, 31 and 37 nt respectively. The gel contained 12% polyacrylamide and 8 M urea. In the lane containing 280 \textmu M KMnO\textsubscript{4} the second signal from the bottom corresponds to the thymine in the first ATC repeat.
A product of short nucleotide length was also observed near the result of a single cleavage product within the triplet repeat structures.

Pairing or base stacking interactions. All thymines of ss (GAT)15 region at T28 (predicted loop region C27-T28-G29). A second do not form hairpin indicate that ss (ATQ15 and ss (GAT)i5 were oxidized in a similar manner (data not shown). These results (Fig. 4), indicating that these residues do not participate in base pairing and/or stacked.

KMnO4 oxidizes a single thymine in the middle of the triplet repeat region of ss (CTG)i5. A ss oligonucleotides containing (CTG)i5 was prepared as described in Materials and Methods and labeled at the 5' end with polynucleotide kinase. Oxidation reactions were performed at room temperature as described in Materials and Methods at the indicated concentration of KMnO4. Reactions were performed with and without piperidine as indicated. The gel contained 12% polyacrylamide and 8 M urea. The marker lane contained synthetic 5' end-labeled ss oligonucleotides with the sequence 5'-CGATA(CTG)nACGTA-3', where n = 1, 3, 5 or 7, corresponding to lengths of 13, 19, 25, 31 and 37 nt respectively.

To demonstrate that the electrophoretic mobility of ss (CTG)i5 was reduced relative to ds (CTG)i5 under partial denaturing conditions, electrophoresis was performed at 15°C in a polyacrylamide gel containing 8 M urea, conditions which do not denature ds (CTG)i5 or ds (CTG)i5 (M. Mitas, unpublished results). At 15°C in 8 M urea, the electrophoretic mobilities of ss (CTG)i5 and ss VR4-U were less than their respective ds forms (Fig. 3B). These results indicate that 8 M urea partially or completely denatured the secondary structures of ss (CTG)i5 and ss VR4-U, a result consistent with the hypothesis that each contained a hairpin. The results of the electrophoretic studies suggest that ss (CTG)i5, ss (CAG)i5, ss VR4-U and VR4-L contain secondary structure, while ss linker-U, ss linker-L, ss (ATC)i5 and ss (GAT)i5 do not contain secondary structure.

KMnO4 preferentially oxidizes unpaired or unstacked thymines, resulting in strand cleavage upon subsequent treatment with piperidine (53,54). KMnO4 oxidation experiments were performed first with ss (ATC)i5. Treatment of ss (ATC)i5 with KMnO4 at 23°C resulted in uniform oxidation of all thymines (Fig. 4), indicating that these residues do not participate in base pairing or base stacking interactions. All thymines of ss (GAT)i5 were oxidized in a similar manner (data not shown). These results indicate that ss (ATC)i5 and ss (GAT)i5 do not form hairpin structures.

Treatment of ss (CTG)i5 with KMnO4/piperidine (Fig. 5) resulted in a single cleavage product within the triplet repeat region at T28 (predicted loop region C27-T28-G29). A second product of short nucleotide length was also observed near the bottom of the gel, corresponding to T3, a thymine that formed part of the BamHI restriction recognition site. These results indicate that ss (CTG)i5 formed a structure that contained a single loop located in the middle of the triplet repeat region. The results further indicated that the thymines within the presumed stem region were involved in base pairing and/or base stacking interactions.

P1 nuclease cleaves at the predicted loop region of single-stranded (CTG)i5

Nuclease sensitivity studies were performed with P1, a single-strand-specific endonuclease that exhibits no apparent sequence specificity (49). Experiments were first performed at 37°C with ss (ATC)i5 (Fig. 6). The results with ss (ATC)i5 show that P1 nuclease did not significantly cleave the triplet repeat region (nt 6–51).

Treatment of ss (CTG)i5 with increasing amounts of P1 nuclease (Fig. 7) produced a fragment of size similar to that generated by treatment of ss (CTG)i5 with KMnO4/piperidine. Triplets 1–7 and 9–15 were not digested, indicating that the nucleotides in the presumed stem region participated in base pairing interactions. The results of P1 digestion are in agreement with KMnO4 studies and are consistent with a hairpin structure of ss (CTG)i5 in which the thymines in the stem are base paired and/or stacked.

Energy minimization of ss (CTG)i5 containing hydrogen bonded thymines

To evaluate the energetics of potential T-T base pairs within ss (CTG)i5, energy minimization was performed. In the first step, the distances of the hydrogen bonds between thymines in ss (CTG)i5 were fixed at 2.0 Å. The hydrogen bonds were formed between H3 and O4 of the thymines on the first strand (i.e. trinucleotide repeats 1–7) and with O2 and H3 of the thymines on the second strand (i.e. trinucleotide repeats 9–15) respectively. In the second step, the entire structure was relaxed with no constraints and subjected to 2000 cycles of minimization. The final result was a structure in which the hydrogen bonds were...
and 3), a result consistent with a hairpin structure and inconsistent with a random coil structure (55,56). Similar results were obtained with ss oligonucleotides containing predicted hairpin structures: ss (CAG)₁₅, ss VR₄-U and ss VR₄-L (Fig. 3). In contrast to the results obtained with ss (CTG)₁₅, two oligonucleotides of equivalent length lacking predicted hairpins (linker-U and linker-L), as well as ss (ATC)₁₅ and ss (GAT)₁₅, migrated slower than their ds forms in native polyacrylamide gels (Fig. 3). These results suggest that the oligonucleotides containing ss linker-U, ss linker-L, ss (ATC)₁₅ and ss (GAT)₁₅ do not form hairpins.

KMnO₄ oxidation and P1 nuclease digestion studies of ss (CTG)₁₅ revealed cleavage at triplet number eight, suggesting that the structure causing its rapid electrophoretic mobility was a hairpin. Similar KMnO₄ oxidation results to those described above have also been observed at 50°C, indicating that the hairpin of ss (CTG)₁₅ is thermally stable (A. Yu, J. Dill and M. Mitas, unpublished results). Energy minimization data further suggested that the hairpin structure may be stabilized by hydrogen bonds formed between mismatched thymines. In support of this conclusion, hydrogen bonds formed between the T-T mismatches of the homoduplex d(CTG/CTG)₃ have been observed in ¹H NMR studies (X. Gao, University of Houston, personal communication).

We suspect that since ss (CAG)₁₅ also migrated with a relatively rapid electrophoretic mobility, ss oligonucleotides containing other Class I triplet repeats will also form hairpin structures, although perhaps not as stable as those formed from CTG triplet repeats.

**DISCUSSION**

To aid in correlating potential structures of triplet repeat nucleic acids with their function, we describe a sequence-based classification system for ds triplet repeats (Table 1). Class I repeats, which are defined by the presence of a GC or CG palindrome, have the lowest base stacking energies, exhibit the lowest rates of slippage synthesis (52) and are uniquely associated with TREDs. The six single-stranded (ss) triplet repeats within Class I also have the potential to form hairpin structures, as determined by energy minimization (Table 2 and 3). These results provide evidence for the validity of the classification system and suggest that Class I triplet repeats may perform unique biological functions.

**Class I triplet repeats may form stable hairpin structures**

Due to the unique structural features of Class I triplet repeats and due to their unique association with TREDs, various experiments were performed with a ss oligonucleotide containing 15 prototypic CTG repeats. Electrophoretic analysis revealed that ss (CTG)₁₅ migrated rapidly in native polyacrylamide gels (Figs 2 and 3), a result consistent with a hairpin structure and inconsistent

---

**Figure 7.** P1 nuclease digestion of ss (CTG)₁₅. P1 nuclease digestions and DMS reactions were performed at 37°C with ss (CTG)₁₅ as described in Materials and Methods. Numbers indicate approximate position of the respective CTG triplet repeats. The amounts of P1 nuclease used to digest ss (CTG)₁₅ were (from left to right) 3.8, 12 and 34 x 10⁻³ U respectively. Electrophoretic conditions were as described in Materials and Methods for KMnO₄ oxidation studies except that the gel contained 20% polyacrylamide. The signal in the control lane that migrates between full-length ss DNA and triplet eight corresponds to a minor contaminant of ds DNA. The ³²P label in the ds DNA is at the 5'-terminus of a 4 nt overhang and susceptible to P1 digestion.

---

retained. Surprisingly, the structure was almost identical in energy to the previous ss (CTG)₁₅ configuration; the difference in energies between the 'hydrogen bonded' conformation and the one described earlier without T-T hydrogen bonds was only 3 kcal/mol (in favor of the 'hydrogen bonded' conformation). Therefore, the formation of the hydrogen bonds appears to compromise other parts of the duplex.

**Single-stranded d(ATC)₁₅: a sequence that forms a structure lacking stacked bases?**

In contrast to the results obtained with ss (CTG)₁₅, all thymines of ss (ATC)₁₅ and ss (GAT)₁₅ were uniformly oxidized by KMnO₄ (Fig. 4 and data not shown), indicating that these sequences did not form hairpins. These results suggest that structures of ss triplet repeat DNAs from Class III are different from those containing GC or CG palindromic dinucleotides. P1 nuclease degraded the ATC triplet region in ss (ATC)₁₅ very poorly, perhaps suggesting that ss (ATC)₁₅ contained considerable secondary structure. This conclusion apparently contradicts the results of electrophoretic mobility and KMnO₄ oxidation studies, which suggested ss (ATC)₁₅ contained little or no secondary structure. A possible explanation of these apparently conflicting data is that ss (ATC)₁₅ formed a nuclease-resistant structure lacking stacked bases. The properties of the ss (ATC)₁₅ structure may parallel those of d(A³G)₁₀, which forms an acid-induced intramolecular α-helical-like structure stabilized not by stacked bases or hydrogen bonded base pairs, but instead by ionic bonds between positively charged adenine residues and distal negatively charged phosphates (57,58). If ss (ATC)₁₅ and ss (GAT)₁₅ contain similar α-helical-like properties, their structures should be characterized by marked circular dichroism and little or no UV hypochromicity.

Alternatively, it is possible that at higher salt concentrations (e.g. >200 mM Na⁺), ss (ATC)₁₅ forms a hairpin containing a nuclease-resistant loop. In the studies described above, P1 nuclease digestions were performed at 200 mM Na⁺, whereas KMnO₄ studies were performed in 50 mM Na⁺. If KMnO₄
concerning other aspects of the mechanism proposed by Sinden that hairpin structures at the lagging strand frequently contribute structures that may slow or block DNA replication. It is known lagging strand synthesis requires exposure of large regions of ss during lagging strand synthesis. Unlike leading strand synthesis, and Wells, we suspect that 'blockage' to DNA replication does not occur during leading strand synthesis, but instead occurs sequences associated with TREDs forms a hairpin. However, slipped strand is necessary to prevent nucleolytic degradation of hairpin structures (70). Presumably, hairpin formation of the ss structure. In support of the later aspect of this mechanism, the estimate of is between 0.004 and 0.00006. P ability to hybridize to DNA probes containing repeats of CAG or TREDs do not involve all classes of repeats. However, this analysis suggests that hairpin structures formed from Class I triplet repeats with TREDs is (1/4)7 = 0.00006. Thus it seems likely that TREDs do not involve all classes of repeats. However, this analysis is oversimplified, in that three of the seven genes (HD, SCA-1 and DPA) associated with TREDs were isolated exclusively by their recognition hairpin structures (65-67). Therefore, hairpins formed from Class I triplet repeats have the potential to regulate protein translation. Further, since the lengths of triplet repeats often vary between individuals, hairpin structures formed from them may differ in size and thermal stability. The stability of these hairpins may lead to subtle variations in levels of translated protein. Also, mRNA hairpins can affect splicing; an mRNA hairpin containing as few as 6 bp in the stem can sequester the 5' splice site and inhibit the early steps of spliceosome assembly (68). mRNA hairpins can also increase splicing efficiency, as well as affect splice site selection (69).

Hairpin structures formed from Class I triplet repeats may play an important role in triplet repeat expansion events

Seven TREDs have been described, all of which are due to expansions of Class I triplet repeats. If TREDs were evenly distributed among the triplet repeats and the six ss Class I triplet repeats comprised 6/24 of triplet repeats present in the human genome, the probability of random association of only one Class I repeats with TREDs is (1/4)7 = 0.00006. Thus it seems likely that TREDs do not involve all classes of repeats. However, this analysis is oversimplified, in that three of the seven genes (HD, SCA-1 and DPA) associated with TREDs were isolated exclusively by their ability to hybridize to DNA probes containing repeats of CAG or CTG. Therefore, the estimate of P is between 0.004 and 0.00006. This analysis, and the results presented in this paper, perhaps suggest that hairpin structures formed from Class I triplet repeats play an important role in triplet repeat expansion events. A mechanism of triplet repeat expansion was recently proposed by Sinden and Wells that involved blockage of DNA replication by an unknown structure, shippage of the replicated leading strand and stabilization of the slipped strand through formation of hairpin structures (70). Presumably, hairpin formation of the slipped strand is necessary to prevent nucleolytic degradation of the ss structure. In support of the later aspect of this mechanism, we have presented evidence that at least one of the triplet repeat sequences associated with TREDs forms a hairpin. However, concerning other aspects of the mechanism proposed by Sinden and Wells, we suspect that ‘blockage’ to DNA replication does not occur during leading strand synthesis, but instead occurs during lagging strand synthesis. Unlike leading strand synthesis, lagging strand synthesis requires exposure of large regions of ss DNA, which, in the case of Class I triplet repeats, can form hairpin structures that may slow or block DNA replication. It is known that hairpin structures at the lagging strand frequently contribute to several types of replication errors, such as deletions and mutations (71-74).

We have provided evidence that the unimolecular hairpin structure of ss (CTG)15 contains a loop that is accessible to a nucleolytic enzyme and a stem that contains base paired and/or base stacked thymines. Since expansion of nucleotide elements may require hairpins with similar structural features, it is possible that expansion events may not occur with repetitive DNA elements that form hairpins that exclusively contain Watson-Crick base pairs [i.e. (CG/CG)6].
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